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Please fill in the information below and send to awards@eloomi.com

Organisation name

Applicants name

Applicants title

Applicants email

Partner name (if applicable)

Industry

How long have you been a customer

Award category

Company introduction (1-2 sentences)

Tell us about your organisation, including what it does, where it is located, how many employees, how old it is, etc.

Application summary (1-2 sentences)

Tell us about how your organisation addressed the challenge you were trying to solve and its impact on the organisation.
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The challenge (1-2 paragraphs)

What was the challenge you were trying to solve?

The journey (2-3 paragraphs)

Describe the journey of how your eloomi platform helped you resolve the challenge.

The impact (3-4 paragraphs)

Share the impact eloomi has had on your organisation. Please be specific in your answers, ideally with key indicators, as this will help communicate 

the value of the impact on your organisation.

For example: What were you able to achieve (cost savings, time saved, engagement, etc.) and what are you now able to avoid (compliance 

breaches, high employee turnover, unnecessary leave days, etc.).
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Images and logo

Please provide the following as email attachments

 Organisation logo in vector format (in white or colour

 Screenshots from within the solution (in .jpg or .png)

Customer quote (1-2 sentences)

Please provide a customer quote about your experience with eloomi, including the name and title of the person to whom it is attributed.

Your advice for other eloomi customers (2-3 sentences)

Please share some advice you’d give a new customer of eloomi to get the most out of their platform and partnership with eloomi.

Additional supporting material (optional
 Include a profile pictur

 Include any YouTube or other relevant web-hosted video content
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